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Second Shooter, Conspiracy?

Traitor or Savior, Sean Lamb or Bev Blackwood?

By “ Titanic” Bob Daugherty
HOUSTON (BU) An event unparalleled in
homebrewing history occurred last Sunday
when a Foam Ranger averted an assassination attempt of Charlie Papazian at the
American Homebrewer Association Rally.
The legendary homebrewing pioneer’s life
was spared when AHA liason Bev “Skirtboy” Blackwood jumped in front of the

would be assassin’s weapon taking more
than a pound of Warrior hops but saving
Papazian’s life in the process. The alleged
gunman has been tentatively identified as
Stephen Wayne Moore. Moore’s subsequent death in custody has fueled suspicion
of a conspiracy.
(Continued on page 12)
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Man what a great time last month’s Stout
and Porter meeting was! The only thing I
could imagine that could be better is barleywine which just coincidentally is what
we will be having (along with holiday
ales) this Friday night! Bring some of
your homebrewed versions or hard to
find commercial examples! Get a designated driver or a room nearby!
After being marooned behind the serving
bar all of last year it was a real pleasure
to be able to circulate and talk to folks I
did not get to visit with much last year as
well as meet some of our new members
and people who were “just visiting.”
Thanks to those who offered “the not on
the official serving list” beers to me. I
hope everyone appreciates the great job
our Secondary Scott DeWalt did assembling the beers as well as his tasting notes
so we can remember the next day what
we had or might want to buy on our own
again! When y’all travel, please help
Scott and the club out and bring back a
beer or two that we can’t find here! For
many of us it night be our only chance to
try a brew we have read about! Remember too to thank the folks who bring us
great food to snack on: Paul, Reena and
Rebecca.
We have many, many events coming up
that I hope we can get many of y’all attending.
Coming up this Sunday (the 18th) we have
the American Homebrewer’s Association
Rally at Saint Arnold’s. This year has a

very special guest—legendary homebrewing pioneer Charlie Papazian. Contrary
to our lead story, we hope there will be
no assassination attempt on Charlie.
Charlie’s bodyguards (Charlie’s Angels)
have Steve’s Moore’s picture in a variety
of disguises and have promised to deny
him entry (not that he would come anyway…but). Free hotdogs and Saint Arnold’s beer will be served. All AHA
members are admitted free and if you are
not a member an AHA membership can
be purchased there at Saint Arnold’s.
Memberships will even be discounted
five dollars to $33! However, you need to
make your reservations by e-mailing or
calling
as space is limited. Operators are standing by…
The world famous Bluebonnet Brew-off
competition will be held on March 23- 24
(Friday-Saturday) in the Dallas Fort
Worth area. I know we often give the
DFW guys grief, but these folks put one
heckuva competition! Friday night includes a commercial tasting of many hard
to find beers as well as the infamous
room crawl in which each club serves its
member’s homebrews. Saturday features
a famed beer speaker in the morning, an
afternoon bus pub crawl and the awards/
raffle in the evening. (BTW the awards
ceremony has been trimmed recently to
not be as long as the Academy Awards
and Grammies put together!) First place
winners receive the often imitated but
never equaled beer stein. The Foam
Rangers have had the Bluebonnet trophy
so long that DeFalco’s would look naked
without it but it is going to hard to keep it
this year unless you homebrewers step
up to plate and enter! I don’t want to be
the first Waz in several years to lose the
Bluebonnet! I know many, many of y’all
have homebrewed beer, mead or cider
just sitting around (be it in carboys
maybe growing stuff!), kegs and in bottles. Please, please enter beer (See Page
8 for URL info.)
(Continued on Page 14)
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Get your Barleywine Here
Secondary
Fermenter
Scott Dewalt

generous heaping spoonful of time for the
conditioning of the brew. Barleywines
may age well over years and years and
years.
In last year’s Dixie Cup, there were twelve
English Barleywines entered and twenty
American examples of the style.
Holiday Beers

Barleywine
Malty or heavily hopped, whichever type
you prefer, barleywine is certainly the style
of beer most beloved by the Foam Rangers. Originating in some obscure place
over the Pond, these potent potables are
worthy of the respect many a seasoned
drinker give them.
There are two types of recognized barleywines: English and American. The English Barleywine is a strong ale that can be
upwards of twelve percent alcohol –
enough alcohol to make “Beeriac” forget to
carry a one. Chewy with a pleasing, often
complex malt profile, these beers age well
and are often kept for years by stingy people who don’t give me any.

This is a rather confused style to have as a
category for Beer of the Month so why is it
here? Well, basically because the Holiday
Beers done by most breweries are some of
their most potent and lethal concoctions
created throughout the year. Pairing these
with barleywine is a nefarious and not-sohidden attempt at making Sean break
glasses over his head during the meetings.
We’ll have quite a few examples of holiday
beers at the meeting this month and some
will be quite memorable (I’ll leave you to
figure out exactly what that means.)
One holiday beer I particularly enjoy is
Victory’s Hop Wallop. This sly little beer
can get under your skin and make you
scream, “More! More!” until Steve comes
over and you realize what a terrible mistake that particular expression precipitated. Of course, blame it on the beer.

Americans, of course, have to put their
own spin on the style and typical to our
revolutionary pedigree we want hops. And
not just any hop variety will do. To make a
true American Barleywine you need a ‘C’
hop (or so I’ve been told).

As secondary, it is my responsibility to
gather info about brews for the club. As
such, I used club money to travel up to see
Bill Covaleski (yeah, the same one wearing
a lamp shade in the Bastard’s room this
last Dixie Cup.) Bill had the following to
say about Hop Wallop:

Whichever style you plan on brewing,
bring the ingredient of time to the recipe.
You’ll need time in several points throughout the process of creating your barleywine. Because of the high original gravities of the wort, some time should be used
before the brew to day to ensure a large
and healthy yeast starter is created. You’ll
need to spend time aerating the wort well
when you pitch the yeast. It goes without
saying that the yeast will need some extra
time to chew through all those sugars (a
prayer here won’t hurt either), and then a

Hop Wallop is a beer we resisted making,
first of all. As breweries began to roll out
double IPAs, we were not impressed. We
felt that most were just too bitter to offer
any true enjoyment. And so we thought
the whole thing would pass. But soon the
desire to improve upon these creations got
the best of us. Initially we wanted to wet
hop this beer but the cost of overnight
WET, HEAVY hops was prohibitive. So we
did the next best thing in buying conventionally kilned hops but planning produc(Continued on page 9)
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Beer of the Month
Calendar
January 19th
Porter & Stout
February 16th
Barleywine & Holiday
Beer
March 9th
Belgian Ales & Lambics
April 20th
Brown, Old, Scotch, Irish
May 18th
Bocks, Dark Lagers,
Dunkel
June 15th
Wheat, Wit, Fruit & Rye
July 20th
Light Lagers & Ales
August 17th
Pale Ale, Bitter & Steam
September 21st
Octoberfest & Smoked
October
Dixie Cup
November 16th
I.P.A. & Ambers
December
Homebrewer’s Xmas
Party
Page 3

Barleywine Bread Pudding
The
Tipsy
Kitchen
Emil
Campos

1. Put raisins and dates in a bowl or
ziplock bag. Add Barleywine to marinate overnight.
2. Scald Cream (200F)
3. Mix Eggs, Yolks, sugar and vanilla
in separate bowl.
4. Temper egg mixture, whisking and
ladling one at a time hot cream mixture into eggs. After 3-5 ladles add
and whisk rest of hot cream.
5. Cube or rip up bread and put into
casserole dish or individual ramekins.

The following is a basic recipe for bread
pudding. By adding barley-wine marinated dates and raisins the bread pudding becomes a great pairing with those
malty English barley- wines bringing
out the wonderful sherry, caramel and
butterscotch flavors. Enjoy!

6. Mix in marinated dried fruit and
pour in reserved juice onto bread to
soak.*Note you maybe some of the
fruit and use it for a topping after the
bread pudding is cooked.
7. Pour Milk and egg mixture into
bread and fruit. Let soak for 5 minutes.

Barleywine Bread Pudding
1 cup raisins chopped
1 cup dates chopped
1 bottle English Style Barleywine
1 loaf Brioche, Challah
1 qt Heavy Cream
1 tsp Vanilla Extract
4 Eggs
4 Egg Yolks
8 oz sugar

8. Put a empty pan into a 350F oven.
Place casserole dish or ramekins into
pan. Pour hot water in pan to make
water bath.
9. Bake for 20-30 minutes or until
center is set.
Voila! Enjoy with Ice Cream and an
English Barleywine.

Foamrangers of the Month:
Let’s Raise a glass for the following individuals:
Tom Witanek - Thanks for doing the brew in Sat.
Kris Morris- Hooking us up with Two Rows Beer.
Rena- for bringing food and helping Scott Pour beer last month
Thank you
Page 4
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Foam Ranger
Calendar
February
12th
Bluebonnet Entries
Accepted

16th
Club meeting
Barley Wines
MCAB IX entry deadline

23rd
MCAB IX
Bluebonnet Entry Deadline

24th
14th Peach State Brewoff

March
3rd
Bluebonnet 1st Round
Judging

4th
First Sunday
Onion Creek

10th
Brew-in Defalco’s
Scott Dewalt

16th
Club Meeting Belgians

23rd-24th
Bluebonnet

30th-31st
2nd annual Beer in the
backwoods Camp out
January 2007

Doak drink Barleywine and Doak smash!
The
Scrivener

me, so I can’t give a whole lot of details. Suffice it to
say, though, if you missed this meeting, you missed a
good one.

Doak Proctor

Even more special was how we got hear Wazoo TBob’s inaugural address. Among the highlights were
reminders about the upcoming Bluebonnet Brew-Off
and campout. With regard to the campout, Mr.
Lamb assured us that we should not worry if we
missed this year’s peyote harvest, as he still has
plenty from last year’s. I’m not sure about you, but
that certainly gives me great comfort. Once the political part of the meeting concluded, we sat around
and watched Czar Ed Moore clean up on the raffle.
Boy, that was fun, but not as much fun as blowing
into Joe’s breathalyzer. Yikes!

Well, another month and another meeting have
come and gone, and it was a rollickin’ good time by
all.
A select group of powerful club-types got to kick this
month’s meeting off by evaluating the BJCP’s new
doctored beer kit. About nine or ten of us enjoyed
the privilege of watching a highly trained chemical
engineer mix some mystery tablets into Big Bad Bud
and then implore us to whiff and quaff his potions.
We checked out the BJCP’s effort to simulate DMS,
diacetyl, graininess, and several other funky beer
greatest hits. Some were very authentic. Some were
way off (e.g., the acetaldehyde was far too chemical,
and the phenol was more peppery than the more
common clove or medicinal). The diacetyl blew
some away, while others could barely detect it. A
couple just weren’t all that relevant (i.e., musty?
WTF?) and highlighted how some common off characters, such as lactic acid, were left out. All jokes
aside, though, the BJCP is off to a very good start,
and I give a big THANKS to Mike Heniff for setting it
all up.
Once we were all warmed up with some doctored
Budweiser, we were ready to get to the real reason
we all showed up: Porters and Stouts. Secondary
DeWalt pulled together a nice boatload of commercial examples, as well as a few well crafted homebrews that reminded us all what sort of club we
really are. Unfortunately, my tasting notes ain’t with
January 2007

On the food front, Reena set us up with a fine, fine
spread, and Editor and Resident Chef Emil treated
us to his homemade chocolate truffles. I think I enjoyed that table as much as the beer that night, and I
doubt I am the only one. Porters, stouts, cheese and
chocolate: a tough combination to beat.
Tom “Beerbo” Witanek was good enough to host this
month’s brew-in by whipping up an 80 Shilling
Scotch Ale. Yum! As he prepared to mash in his
22.5 pounds of grain, he came across a couple
pounds of light DME, still sealed up. With a twinkle
in his eye, the Good Hobbit asked “ya think I should
just put it in there?” Ron Solis and I got the same
twinkle replied, simply, “yeah.” The crowd grew to
include Steve Moore, Karel, the Waz, a couple new
guys, and a few I can’t remember at the moment.
Most notable, by far, was AndyGator and his truly
Old Crustacean Barely Wine Style Ale. Yes, everybody, this sucker wasn’t just “old,” it was a downright venerable sample from 1994. Thanks, Andy!
This month’s officers’ meeting and First (Second)
Sunday event was out at the Willowbrook B.J.’s. As
one might imagine, a strong KGB force kept us company while pitchers swirled around like seagulls at
the Bolivar Ferry. We had a good Dixie Cup brainstorming session, and it looks like it should be one
heck of a party. If anyone is interested in helping
out, just give me a holler.
Cheers!
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Beer on the street
By Brad Petit

informing of the public on this, our favorite recreational beverage."

Houston, TX (Reuters) Political novice Brad Petit was
elected to the Texas House of Representatives today,
in a landslide victory that Petit hailed as "the first sign
of the reawakening of the people of the Lone Star
State."
Running on a platform of beer awareness and regulatory reforms, Petit will become the youngest active
member of the Legislature. He will be 25 when the
Legislature begins its next session.
Referring to himself as "a man of the people," Petit
said that his calls for "an honest and open dialogue on
the state of beer in Texas" and "common-sense regulations" resonated with voters and positioned him as
"the candidate who can offer the people of this great
state something that no other politician ever had before."
Speaking from Defalco's, the Houston homebrew
supply shop that served as Petit's de-facto campaign
headquarters, Petit said that he hopes to finally "correct some of the glaring mistakes committed by previous generations of lawmakers" and "untangle the
twisted mess that is our state's alcohol policies."
Throughout his campaign, Petit had been fiercely
critical of the Texas Alcohol Beverage Commission
(TABC), an organization that he accused of "existing
solely to do the nefarious bidding of evil beer giants
like Anheuser-Busch and the crooked politicians
they've paid for."
A phone call to the TABC seeking comment on Petit's
victory was not returned. "The people of Texas have
spoken, and I promise to work on their behalf in congress to bring sanity back to this state," Petit said.
According to an aide, Petit's top priorities will be to
streamline the TABC's brewery licensing procedure,
and to address what Petit has termed "the fundamental misunderstanding of beer and the deliberate misPage 6

Under Texas law, terms such as "beer" and "ale" are
used to designate brews of various alcoholic
strengths, and any beer sold in Texas must be labeled
accordingly. This is wrong, according to Petit. "Texas
bureaucrats have taken it upon themselves to distort
and redefine the very meaning of beer itself. Ales are
made with one kind of yeast. Lagers are made with
another. And all beer is beer. None of this has anything to do with alcohol content. I don't know where
the TABC got their crazy notions, but it's all about to
come to a stop."
While some other politicians and citizens' organizations such as Mothers Against Drunk Driving have
criticized Petit for his political inexperience and for
running a campaign focused exclusively on beer, Petit
said that he knew his message would appeal to voters
who "have been longing for someone to go in there
and shake things up. I've been able to expose a lot of
government malfeasance over the course of this campaign, and the people decided that they'd finally had
enough."
"I kind of feel like that old [Saturday Night Live]
character Unfrozen Cave Man Lawyer," Petit said. "I
don't know much about budgets, or healthcare, or any
of that stuff. I'm just a simple guy who loves beer and
doesn't want to see its image being [messed] with by
some government know-it-all. I've said it throughout
the campaign and I'll say it again: there are big
changes in store for the TABC."
While news of Petit's victory has certainly caused excitement among his many backers in the craft beer
industry, the congressman-elect did receive some
cautionary advice.
Austin Attorney Howard Wolf sits on the state's Sunset Advisory Commission, which periodically reviews
agencies such as the TABC, and may in certain cases
recommend dismantling an agency. Wolf made news
recently for his scathing criticism of the TABC and the
state's active and influential alcohol lobby. He said of
Petit, "that poor boy has no dang clue what he's about
to get himself into. This John Wayne stuff just ain't
gonna fly with them. I hope he's ready to get his [behind]whipped."
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Will Windows Vista Work on Your Brew
System?
By Emil Campos
A mere few weeks after the
much awaited release of Microsoft’s new operating system
Vista, many home brewers deal
with a variety of questions as
they ponder upgrading. Years
over due the new windows system boasts upgrades in security
and features aiming at improving mashing, sparging and kettle
brewing applications.

Worried? You should be
if you have an old brew
system.

Problems have surfaced as many
home-brewers wonder if they can use Windows Vista
on their existing brew system. With the 7 gallon
minimum mash capacity and 100,000 BTU burner
minimum, kitchen extract or partial brewers will be
left out of the current upgrade. Likewise people on
the cusp (10 gallon setups) of just making the requirements wonder if they can make any good beers.
“ With Vista taking up my capacity how will I be able
to brew any Double IPA’s or Barleywine, it simply is
not worth it”, says former Waz Rob Kolachny. Many
brewers have expressed similar concerns as they look
to upgrade to keep up with the times.
One group of people who are not worried are the
small percentage of people who use the Macintosh
based IBrew systems which use OSX. Over the last
half decade Apple has upgraded their OS a number of
times. Not to mention virus’s are rare for IBrews because of the tighter security measures built into the
system. This is one of the major selling points as
John Gonzales explains:
“ I like my IBrew because it not only makes good
beer, but it is very easy and intuitive to use. From
mash, to boil, to fermentation I just drag and drop
the ingredients I need; grain, hops, adjuncts etc.
When I’m done I just drag everything to the trash.
No .dll files or uninstall mashes to run, it just works”
While most home brewers are not ready to shell out
major money for new expensive systems to run Vista
or switch to the IBrew, many are looking into the
grassroots movement of open source linux style brew
operating systems such as Unbuntu which require
minimal hardware requirements (like for extract
brewers), have superior bacteria protection and make
January 2007

very good beer. While it can be challenging to get your
hardware to work at first (your square mash tun, that
odd stainless steel kettle), linux OS’s have a good
community of support to get you up an running. Once
running the volunteer programmers help update the
OS to make it better. Be warned though Linux means
going back to the old days of command line so if you
don’t like that control and have lot’s of free time,
linux may not be for you.
Bill Gates does not have to worry though as most the
world and business will continue to use Windows,
consumers will make the move to upgrade. Likewise
except for a few home brewers (Mac and linux users),
most will upgrade their systems to keep up with the
times.
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Lone Star Circuit Update
Lone Star
Circuit
President
Mike
“Beerriac”
Heniff

Well, the Lone Star Circuit has reached the ripe old age
of one! And what a first year it was! The circuit was
quickly organized last January by the clubs of the former Gulf Coast Circuit after the Central Florida club
announced that they would not be holding the Sunshine Challenge in favor of hosting the AHA National
Homebrew Competition. All six competitions in the
new circuit went extremely well and there was a lot of
participation among all clubs. Our award winners were
as follows:

port both of these new competitions with both your entries and your attendance.
Here is the full line-up for 2007:
March
Bluebonnet Brew-off
http://www.bluebonnetbrewoff.com
May
Celtic Brew-off
http://hbd.org/kobb/"http://hbd.org/kobb/
Big Batch Brew Bash
http://www.thekgb.org"www.thekgb.org
July
Lunar Rendezbrew
http://www.mashtronauts.com/lr/

Homebrewer of the Year
Richard Dobson, Red River Brewers
Homebrew Team of the Year
Jeff Reilly and Jimmy Paige, Foam Rangers
Homebrew Club of the Year
Foam Rangers
Complete results can be found at:
http://www.lonestarcircuit.com
For 2007, the format is still the same but with a slightly
new line-up. For one, the Cactus Challenge in Lubbock
has decided not to remain in the circuit this year due to
a number of changes (and challenges) within their club.
But, be sure to still support the Ale-ians when they hold
their competition in September. I attended last year
and it was a great time (and I still want that Best of
Show award - a big ol’ Texas-style belt buckle!).
We have two new competitions in the circuit, both second year events: the Alamo City Cerveza Fest in San
Antonio and the Limbo Challenge in the DFW area.
The ACCF was held last August at the Blue Star Brewing Company and featured categories 1-19 with a special category of pepper beers. The Limbo Challenge,
held the same month, focused on lower gravity beers
(less than an original gravity of 1.050). Be sure to supPage 8

A Brewer Wears Prada? Sean Lamb on the town
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(Secondary from Page 3)

tion so that as each daily shipment comes in, they go
fresh to the kettle with no time spent in our hop
freezer.
Selecting the hops is a real summer highlight for most
brewing staff here. Late each August we get preharvest samples of 1 lb. blocks of vine fresh cones
from different varieties grown in different locations
in the Yakima Valley. So, we get same variety from
north slope vs. south slope, etc. We take a big corner
table at the restaurant and do our best to evaluate
each on aroma, cone integrity, oil content, etc. Most
kitchen staff get excited that day because they think it
is weed we are playing with!
The hop mix varies from year to year, based on what
hops we feel have the most expressive characters to
offer. We look to create a pilsner-like drinkability and
dryness, but with layers of hop flavor that you'd
never find in a pils.
I hope you enjoy it! Cheers, - Bill
And there you have it. One night, several BIG styles of
beer.

Bill Covaleski Sporting Foam Ranger like attire

One final note from your dear Secondary: Please be
careful with the beers this month. While drinking and
driving is never a good idea, one must be very careful
when sampling brews of this strength. Not only will it
impair your abilities to drive but it may also encourage
you to think you’re better looking, smarter and more
grounded than the person sitting next to you. Of
course, when attending a Foam Ranger meeting,
you’re probably OK thinking just that.

(Assassination from Page 1)

Though details are still sketchy, the BU has put together the shocking sequence of events. Moore began
to plot against Papazian as soon as the author’s visit to
attend the AHA Rally at Saint Arnold’s was announced. The BU unfortunately had published Papazian’s detailed itinerary including his hotel with
map as well as the information about the rental car
Papazian would be using. However, because of additional security measures since the appalling 1.109 attacks on the AHA Headquarters, Moore found it impossible to get close enough for a conventional attack.
Moore borrowed what has been confirmed to be Was
Waz Rob Kolacny’s hollow copper mash paddle and
rigged it to hold more than a pound of high alpha
Warrior pellets. A combination spring loaded and
CO2 cartridge powered device built and placed inside
would silently propel the fatal dose of hops into the
target. Well known for his antipathy towards Papazian (Moore is the author Gypped: The Unauthorized Biography of Charles “Chuckles’ Papazian),
Moore had to don a disguise as well as join the AHA to
enter Saint Arnold’s. Brewery. “Apparently what Steve
was going to do was act as if he were seeking an autograph from Charlie and then accidentally bump the
‘hop gun’ into Charlie’s side. After discharging the
device, Charlie’s bloodstream would be would be filled
January 2007

with enough humulone, cohumulone and adhumulone
to kill a horse. Charlie would pass out and expire minutes later. By then Steve would be safely away… And
he damned near succeeded!” said a shocked Saint Arnold’s owner Brock Wagner.
Witness Jim “Mr. Excitement” Youngmeyer described
what happened next: “I was holding… my ten Charlie
Papazian books for him to autograph. Suddenly… I
see this guy in a Saint Arnold’s outfit… jump in from
of me and ram a copper mash paddle into his side….
Charlie was hustled away by his attractive female body
guards… and rushed out of the Saint Arnold’s. The
event was canceled… I did not get my books signed.”
Lost in the all excitement was the hero Blackwood.
Blackwood’s wife, Crystal Davis, complained, “I know
everyone was concerned about Charlie’s condition but
they just left my darling Bev lying there on the brewery floor in his outfit. He had what should have been
a fatal dose of lupilin coursing through his veins and
no one cared! No one cared! I made my way through
the crowd and cradled my precious one’s head into my
lap. It was then that I noticed that he had a sloppy
grin on his face.”
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(Assassination from page 9)

After a check up, Blackwood commented on his heroics, “I had seen enough movies to know what to look
for in a potential assassination and I was determined
that it would not happen here in my town, my brewery
and my watch. No siree! I scanned the crowd and
everyone was smiling save one guy. I looked at him
more closely and thought, except for the bad moustache and hair that it could be Steve Moore. My God
it was Steve Moore! What the f**k was the Putz doing
at an AHA Rally? It had to be for evil intent. The
copper mash paddle gave it way. Steve doesn’t brew
anymore and when he did he didn’t use a copper mash
paddle! Of course these thoughts all went through my
brain in about two nanoseconds! I hurled my body
between Charlie’s and Steve’s and suddenly felt the,
oh so sweet, sensation of hops racing through me!”
When asked how he could have survived the otherwise
deadly dose of hops, Blackwood commented, “I’m a
Foam Ranger! Hops are as mother’s milk to me! Fortunately I had also been to the club’s Barleywine
meeting two nights before and it had increased my
already high tolerance even further!”
In the ensuing chaos Moore was able to escape the
brewery. However, Saint Arnold’s brew cam, and a
latent palm print later recovered, confirmed Moore to
be the “hop gunman.” BSI (Beer Scene Investigation)
members were brought in and secured the crime area.
Using special mass spectrometers they were able to
track Moore’s circuitous route. BSI head investigator
Phil McCrackin explained, “A hop trail was everywhere! Moore had been to Brasil’s for breakfast and
Two Rows and the Ginger Man for a liquid lunch.”
The patrons of these establishments became ill the
next day and were treated for what was quickly
termed “hop flu.” Investigators searched for Moore’s
well known red Miata but found it at his home. Apparently he had stolen BU’s editor Emil Campos’ car
earlier in the week and took it to throw detectives off
the trail. However, with the mass spectrometer they
were able to track Moore to Portland, Oregon. Finding Moore in such a hop rich environment proved to
be difficult however. Moore was eventually caught
before he could seek refuge with any of the dozen or
more Foam Foam Rangers living in Portland. When
finally apprehended, Moore was found to be wearing a
Depends adult diaper. “The suspect had taken four of
cases of Bigfoot with him and been drinking non stop
and did not want to waste precious getaway time to
take a leak, “ said McCrackin, “Police had to draw
straws to see who would search the somewhat malodorous Moore!”
Moore was held in custody but no tape or transcript
has been found or released. However, Moore was
heard to yell “I didn’t do it! I would have liked to have
Page 12

done it and if I would have done it I would have succeeded! I’m just a beer patsy!” However, circumstantial evidence quickly mounted against Moore.
Moore’s web page blog for the day of the assassination
( HYPERLINK "http://www.theputzhatescharlie.com"
www.theputzhatescharlie.com) were two sentences
typed repeatedly: “All work and no play make Steve a
crazy eyed killer! Chuckles must die!” Moore’s book
Gypped also described his growing hatred of Papazian
and many Foam Rangers have offered accounts for
free barleywine of Moore threatening Papazian.
Moore had several visitors while in Portland jail.
They included Fred Eckhardt, David Cato, “English
Dave” Caparello and Craig Delacourte. One of these
visitors is believed to have slipped Moore a Budlight
that Moore, or persons unknown, used to take his life.
Moore’s unexplained death has only increased speculation and prompted conspiracy buff and movie director Oliver Stone to call for a full investigation. “Moore
could not have carried out this assassination alone.
He was too inebriated to do so and if he was ever sober (a fantasy!), he lacked the mechanical skill to
build the so-called hop mash paddle gun!” Some claim
that Moore was confused with any of several other
bald Foam Rangers such as Joe Lindsey or Sean
Lamb. Others believe Moore was just one of several
hop gunmen. Some allege that a second, even a third
mash paddle, can be seen in blurry pictures firing
(Continued on page 13)

Once Friends Steve Moore and Bev Blackwood share a pint.
Who knew that one day “the Putz” would be dry hopping Bev.
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(Assassination from page 12)

from the "grainy bin" as well as from the beer drain.
Some assert that Moore had been set up, as he
claimed, as a “beer patsy” but others believe that
Moore had been brainwashed to do the job. “He
wasn’t himself, said Scott Birdwell, “I must have used
a dozen words ending in 'er' and never once did the
Putz say, '___-er? I don’t even know her!’ Steve was
the ‘Manchurian Candidate’, a beer robot if you will.
He did know what he was doing, or was alleged to
have been doing”

sible for consideration. Many in the homebrewing
community say that no amount of guards can adequately secure Papazian or his ranch and that a specially armored Hummer will have to be designed and
paid for by the AHA . However, the extra $100 dollars that will be added to AHA dues per member to
pay for the so-called “Charliemobile” will probably
prevent its acquisition. Meanwhile Papazian has offered only one comment about the incident: “Relax
and have a homebrew!”

If Moore was framed, who might be to blame? Unfortunately, the growing list of possible suspects and
their apparent motives is a long one and can only partially reproduced below:
1. Fred Eckhardt (or any other beer author for that
matter) jealous of Charlie’s fame and claim as the
founder of American Homebrewing
2. Paul Gatza and Gary Glass of the AHA wanting to
make sure that their powerful rival would be put “out
of the way, you know, for good”
3. Ashton Lewis aka “Mr. Wizard” of Brew Your Own
magazine angry about Charlie overuse of gypsum in
many of his recipes
4. Either the KGB homebrew club or one of the dozen
Dallas-Fort Worth homebrew clubs wanted to kill Papazian to embarrass the Rangers and keep the rangers
from winning the Bluebonnet or Big Batch Brew Bash
yet again.

Pay your Dues!

5. Spec’s Liquors did it in an effort to try to embarrass
Saint Arnold’s for its decision to support legislation to
allow brewery (dockside) sales of its product
And most outlandish of all…
6. Charlie Papazian set it up himself to increase publicity for his latest book HYPERLINK
"http://www.beerbooks.com/catalog/1389" Microbrewed Adventures: A Lupulin-Filled Journey to
the Heart and Flavor of the World's Great Craft
Beers (the subtitle of which some claim is an indication of Papazian’s own knowledge of the risks of lupilin!)
Regardless of what the conspiracy debate uncovers,
one thing is certain… access to Papazian will have to
be curtailed and the number of his attractive bodyguards will have to be at least tripled. Papazian has
asked that applicant’s submit a resume with full body
pictures in revealing attire to the AHA as soon as pos-
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(Wazoo from page 2)

If you get your entries to DeFalco’s by the end of barleywine meeting on Friday Febrewary 16th Was Waz
Rob Kolacny will be taking your entries to the competition in his BUV (Brewing Utility Vehicle) He will leave
the following weekend and make sure they get there
safe and sound. Please bring your bottles (with your
entry labels attached) Also remember to remove all
commercial labels and residue (unless you are Ed
Moore) and mark out any labels on the bottle caps. I
hope to see many of y’all at the competition. Let keep
the trophy here in town!
In addition we will be offering a new event for BJCP
judges or anyone who wants to learn more about beer.
Prior to our barleywine meeting (at 7 PM) Master
Judge Mike “Beeriac” Heniff (he knows more than you
do) will be offering a BJCP mini-class. We will listen to
Mike, then apply the learned lessons to the beers we
taste during the evening and take a brief quiz. The result, if you pass, is .5 BJCP points. This is a great way
for us all to become both better brewers and judges and
increase our BJCP ranks!

Now for the news you all have been waiting for! After
much animated discussion, name calling, racial and
ethnic slurs, questions about upbringing, etc… your officers have decided the upcoming Dixie Cup theme!
Drum roll please…………………….. The Dixie Cup is going medieval on your arses when we feature “DIXIE
CUP XXIV: BREWALOT: THE QUEST FOR THE
HOPPY ALE. Fred will play the role of King Arthur.
Our specialty category will be some sort of unhopped
(but spiced) old ale type beverage brewed during the
Middle Ages. Exact details will be coming soon. All of
the famed Monty Python movies and TV skits will be
available for bad puns and you might want to start saving your cocoanut shells!
Make sure you get those Bluebonnet entries up to Defalco’s ASAP and see ya at the barleywine meeting this
Friday!

Tom “Beerbo” Witanek did our Febrewary Brew-in last
weekend. Tom made a Scottish (“if it’s not Scottish”…well you know the rest) ale that we be serving at
the April meeting. Thanks to all the folks who came out
and brought beer support and endured my frozen hamburgers and hotdogs! The Imperial Indian Amber
Wheat (yep a new category in the BJCP—trust me!) I
made during the January brew-in might be ready for
the barleywine meeting but probably will instead be
served at the Belgian meeting in March for the hop deprived! Scott DeWalt has agreed to do the March 10th
Brew-In but spaces are available for the rest of the year!
To sign up see me! Remember the club pays for the ingredients as long as you bring the beer to a meeting
later in the year. If you can’t sign up and brew, at least
come by and keep Scott company! It is a great chance
to get visitors interested in homebrewing, “pimp the
club,” and help out or major benefactor Scott Birdwell
and DeFalco’s!

Sign Up
for the
2nd Annual
Backwoods Campout
March 30th & 31st
Warda Texas
Friday night Potluck
Bring Homebrew
E-mail Ed Moore for more info:

moore36@slb.com

We also have the Second Annual Camp-Out. It will be
held the last weekend in March and at the same wonderful location as last year (Warda near LaGrange, ahahahahahaha) Nannette and I had a great time tasting
Chef Emil’s food, great homebrew (start getting some
ready!) and being in the woods (kicking it Thoreau
style!) Fishing and games are available for families and
some members even brought their equipment and
brewed. You can find out more at:
“Storge” and Sandy West are the ones to congratulate
for (and ask questions about) this great family friendly
event!
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Look how much fun Birdwell is having!
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Burps
&
Farts
“Beeriac” Vista
compatible?
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The Foam Rangers Homebrew Club
Brewsletter office
8715 Stella Link
Houston,
TX 77025
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The February club
meeting is:
8 p.m. Friday,
February 16th
at Defalco’s
I WANT TO BE SOMEBODY!
SIGN ME UP TO BECOME A MEMBER OF
THE FOAM RANGERS HOMEBREW CLUB!
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY/STATE/ZIP
HOME/WK PHONE
E-MAIL ADDRESS
AMOUNT PAID

New

Renewal

Change of Address

Add $5 for mailed hardcopy of the Brewsletter

Membership Fees: (per year) $25.00 Individual /$35.00 Family +Add $5 for Mailed copy of Brewsletter
Paid between December 1 & December 31st
$23.00 / $31.00 (Pay early and save)
Paid between January 1 & March 31
$25.00 / $35.00
Paid between April 1 & June 30
$22.50 / $31.25
Paid between July 1 & September 30
$20.00 / $27.50
Paid between October 1 & November 30
$25.00 / $35.00 (Includes next year)
Please make checks payable to: Foam Rangers
Bring this form (and your payment) to the next club meeting, drop it off at DeFalco’s or send it to:
The Foam Rangers, 8715 Stella Link, Houston, TX 77025-3401

